
an immediate stop of heat loss and water drip
through leaks in older structures although rela
tive humidity and condensation may increase.
Some plants grow well in this environment.

Garden centers, as well as commercial green
houses can adapt this installation with few
modifications in structure. Growing or mer
chandising methods are not affected. Little
or no experience is necessary for installation--
just plain old common sense and one or two
imaginative workers.

A double bubble can be installed with

several options; total cover, cover to one vent,
only one roof, side wall, both vents open, etc.
The choice is up to the growers.

DISADVANTAGES

1. Reduction of light on high light crops
such as roses, lilies, chrysanthemums, snap
dragons, etc.

Figure 2. Template for attaching blower
outlet through inner layer of plastic.
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C02 USE SAVES ENERGY
Jay S. Koths

Extension Floriculturist

Carbon dioxide is free. Plants grow
better in CO^ enriched atmospheres and day
temperatures can be raised 5 to 15° over

normal without ventilation. This elevated
day temperature warms everything in the
greenhouse, storing solar heat. This
reduces the heat requirement at night.

Passive solar heating is the most effi
cient system known. It is not as yet prac
tical in most greenhouse situations where
substantial quantities of heat are to be
stored. The collectors must be extensive

and the power requirements for moving the
heat are high.

However, solar warming of the greenhouse
during the day does store some heat and not
much is required to pay for the small cost of
CO^ enrichment. If we were able to measure
this heat saving we might even find that total
energy use is less when C0„ is used, particu
larly if generated from burning propane or
natural gas.

Remember that saving energy is not the
primary reason to use C0„. Increased growth,
improved quality and reduced production time
can be realized depending upon the crop being
grown. C02 is especially important in tight
greenhouses where energy conservation measures
are practiced.
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